
Soul-Breed Invented by Hogan 

 

CLIMATE/TERRAIN Any/The Abyss 

FREQUENCY Very Rare 

ORGANIZATION Solitary 

ACTIVITY CYCLE Any 

DIET None 

INTELLIGENCE Average (11) 

TREASURE None 

ALIGNMENT Chaotic Evil 

---------------------------------------------------------- 

NO. APPEARING 1 

ARMOR CLASS 8 

MOVEMENT 12 

HIT DICE 4 

THAC0 17 

NO. OF ATTACKS 1 

DAMAGE/ATTACKS 1/Special 

SPECIAL ATTACKS See Below 

SPECIAL DEFENSES See Below 

MAGIC RESISTANCE 15 % 

SIZE M (5’tall) 

MORALE Average (12) 

XP VALUE 820 

 

Those who have actually seen the true form of a member of the Soul-Breeds, describe it as being much similar to the 

Shadow. A dark looming figure with red haunting eyes, its’ lower trails away in shadow, but its’ upper part bear a 

striking resemblance to the human shape. 

 

COMBAT 

The Soul-Breed lacks an offensive weapon. When attacked while out on the Prime Material Plane, it will instantly try to 

disappear back to the Ethereal Plane; a feat it can do naturally though it will take one full round for it to perform. If 

hindered in doing so, it will defend itself with a chilling touch, causing one point of damage with each strike. 

The Soul-Breed's real potential is its ability to take control of the body of a human or demihuman. First it will lurk in the 

Border Ethereal Plane, observing its’ victim for a week or so. When it feels it has seen enough, it will enter the prime 

Material Plane at a time where the victim is asleep in order to enter his/her body. Entering the body takes one full round, 

in which the Soul-Breed must stand motionless and in touch with the person. 

When it has successfully entered the body, it will bit is time, obtaining control of the body limb for limb, taking the 

head, and thereby the brain, last. The Soul-Breed will choose a time, when the victim is concentrating on using the limb 

it wants to take control of (like using his swordarm, kicking a stone etc.), in order to focus precisely on the limb. When 

control is obtained, it usually shows in a dramatic way (the victims arm suddenly lashes out after for friend, or a leg 

suddenly buckles under). When is has completely control of the limb, it will leave it alone, concentrating on the other 

limbs. 

The chance of taking over a limb is 100%, minus 5% for each level obtained by the victim. Victims with more than 20 

levels of experience are hence immune to the hostile takeover, but can still serve as a container for the Soul-Breed. 

When control has been obtained over all limbs, the Soul-Breed has completely mastered the body and will use it as it 

sees fit, primarily to complete its given mission and creating havoc on its way. 

The Soul-Breed cannot inhabit a dead body, so if its’ host die, it has to leave it within two rounds or be forever 

connected to it, remaining there to the end of its days. 

A little side-effect of having a Soul-Breed inside, is that the possessed victim gains the Soul-Breed’s magic resistance of 

15 %. 



HABITAT/SOCIETY 

The Soul-Breeds live in the darkest pits of the Abyss, where they like many other deamon-kin, dream about wracking 

havoc in the Prime Material Planes. Therefore the Soul-breeds will pledge their alliance to any greater Tanar'ri Lord that 

has the magical skills necessary for allowing the Soul-Breed to enter the Ethreal Plane. From here it will be able to enter 

the Prime Material Plane, taking over a body and play the game. The jobs they must do for their Pit-Lords in the Abyss 

are mostly too hideous to mention here. They are often used for mission on the Prime Planes, missions that the Lords 

cannot do themselves due to the need of being summoned, or preparing for the arrival of the lord himself. 

It is said that the Soul-Breed is created in the Abyss when an evil Shadow Mage is killed by a spell of shadows. Whether 

this is true is a question better left unanswered, but nobody has ever seen two Soul-Breed showing any interest in each 

other, unless they were fighting for the right to serve a master, which could guarantee a free run on the Primes. 

 

ECOLOGY 

Unlike other Abyssal denizens, Soul Breeds enter the Prime Material Plane fully, and are therefore dead for good when 

killed here. They won't suffer the 101 years of banishment as normally for other spawn of the Abyss when slain on the 

Prime Plane. 

Soul-Breeds don't eat or produce anything. When slain they simply disappear in a puff of black oily smoke. Rumors say 

that this smoke can be used to mix a special ink, which further could be a powerful ingredient in the creation of scrolls 

containing shadow magic. 

 


